Wellview Health Expands Leadership Team
Derrall Tilson Promoted to Vice President Operations & Analytics

Nashville, TN (April 15, 2019) – Wellview Health continues to expand the company’s
leadership team for continued growth and industry positioning as the leader in healthcare
engagement and management. The company recently announced the promotion of Derrall
Tilson to Vice President Operations & Analytics, rounding out the company’s strategic
leadership team led by CEO and Co-Founder James Story.
“Derrall’s strength in operational process and data analytics adds a critical element of
expertise to our leadership team and our ability to expand market share and scale the
company. With his skill set, we recently launched Wellview Analytics™ to make data more
actionable and demonstrate our unique ability to reduce claims trend by 12%,” said Story.
Tilson joined Wellview Health last August with former experience at Cigna-Healthspring,
Vanderbilt University Medical Center, and the Tennessee Army National Guard. He recently
led the development of Wellview Analytics™, the company’s new proprietary reporting and
analytics tool that integrates consumer, clinical and claims data into actionable healthcare
management.
Founded in 2014, Wellview Health has assembled an experienced and proven management
team with more than 100 years of collective experience, and the skills, passion, and
intellectual capabilities for fast growth. The company has quickly risen to a leading position
in population health management with record-breaking health engagement, clinical
outcomes, and claims cost reduction rates.
Currently providing health management and concierge health services to more than 22,000
family lives through employers in the banking, restaurant, marketing, and healthcare
industries throughout the U.S., Wellview Health continues to focus on strategic expansion
in 2019 and 200% growth in 2020. To learn more about Wellview Health, please visit
www.wellviewhealth.com.
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ABOUT WELLVIEW HEALTH
Wellview Health is a results-driven, consumer-focused health engagement and management
company that is changing the way people discover, engage with, and access healthcare in the
U.S. We use a predictive and preventative approach to help consumers navigate the complexities
of healthcare, and create proactive lifestyle change that improves overall health and well-being.
Our multi-disciplinary health solutions approach integrates personal health education, clinical
provider services, behavioral health support and advocacy, and simpliﬁed access and navigation
of healthcare services and providers to improve health outcomes and lower healthcare costs.
CONTACT
To learn more, please contact:
Carla Denham, Chief Marketing & Consumer Experience Oﬃcer
810 Dominican Dr., Nashville, TN 37203
Oﬃce: (615) 326-5783 | Mobile: (615) 714-1559
cdenham@wellviewhealth.com
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Derrell Tilson
Vice President Operations & Analytics
Wellview Health
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